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1. Introduction
The theory of fix-price equilibria has offered a new challenging paradigm
The empirical relevance of this paradigm remains to be
proved, despite a number of efforts in this direction [see for example Fair
and Jaffe (1972), Laffont and Garcia (1976)]. Most of the tests of the
equilibrium hypothesis rely heavily on the specification of a price dynamics
of a traditional type, i.e., price variations are proportional to excess demand.
Green and Laffont (1981) suggested to complete the static fix-price
equilibria by a price dynamics, called anticipatory pricing, in which prices, at
the beginning of the period, are set at the values which clear expected excess
demands and remain fixed during the period. This procedure has the
advantage of yielding, a well defined and relatively simple dynamics of a
number of key macroeconomic variables. The extremely simple model used
in that paper gives in particular an inventory stock dynamic equation. The
purpose of this note is to report our efforts to test the equilibrium hypothesis
in that framework.
In section 2 the model is briefly summarized to obtain the inventories
equation. In section 3, the likelihood functions for the equilibrium hypothesis
and the disequilibrium
hypothesis are obtained. Results for the test of the
equilibrium
hypothesis with French and American data are reported in
section 4 where it is shown that the equilibrium hypothesis is rejected.
to economics.
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2. The model
2.1. Basic structure

We consider an economy with three commodities: money, a cqnsumption
good and labor, and two agents - a consumer and a producer - which are
aggregates of large numbers of competitive agents.
Two stores of value are desired: money balances and inventories. Money
balances are held only by the consumer; they are used to finance purchases
‘of goods in excess of labor income. Inventories are owned exclusively by the
producer; they result from an excess of output over sales and are used to
fully execute desired transactions. The actual variation in these stocks is a
composite of the intended and unintended changes.
At the beginning of each period, the level of inventories is known and
prices are fixed at the values which would yield the Walrasian equilibrium if
all random factors in the economy had their average levels. We will refer to
this pricing as anticipatory pricing. Further the expected values of demands
and supplies of good and labor which are functions of the nominal prices
and the stocks of money and inventories, are known. These functions may
differ from their expected values because of unforeseeable events. Thus, there
is a tendency toward market clearing, but short-run disturbances continually
keep it from being achieved.

2.2. The structural form

The structural form of the result is the following
Laffont (1981) for more details]:
xf=%h-S)+~l@r+
+

lf=y,(s,--)+y,(p,-w,)+
+

~,)+a(/,-I:)+$,
+

C(&--xs)+$,
+

one [see Green and

(1)

(3)

Is=61p1+82W,+d(X,-xX:)+&~,
+ +

(4)

x, = min(xp, A$),

(5)

I, = min(lf, 13,

(6)
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where, all in period t,

x:

=desired level of supply (i.e., of actual sales) to the household sector;
=desired level of good demand;
lf, Z$ = desired level of labor demand and labor supply, respectively;
x,, I, = actual, market-determined
sales and employment;
p,, w, =logarithm of price level and wage rate, respectively;
St =inventory stocks at the start of the period;
=desired level of inventory stocks in a steady-state;
s
2IV s2
errors.
I, 2I, .s4=random
f
xt

d

The signs below the parameters indicate if the parameters are expected to
be positive or negative.
The amount by which an agent is constrained below his desired level of
purchase or sale in a market enters into the determination
of his desired
trade in the other market. The parameters a, b, c, d define the ‘spillover
effects.’
Since we treat the case of a constant money stock throughout, nominal
prices and price expectations are sufficient to specify the level of real balances.
Because we take the view that the unit of time is rather short compared with
the planning horizon of the consumer, the principal determinant of the
consumer’s demand for real balances is its expectation of future prices and
wages,
Moreover, quantities actually transacted are determined by the ‘short side’
of each market.
The basic assumption of the model is that p, and w, are set in advance at
the level that would clear the market if there were zero errors in each of the
behavioral equations. Defining these levels as p: and w:, we have

. MB1 -al)-ao(& -rJl
W’=(S’-9(p,-a,)(b2-y,)-(6,-y,)(B2+a,).

(8)

As the values (E:,E:,E:,$)
are realized, (p:, w:) is not a Walrasran
equilibrium
price system in general. We get a fixed price equilibrium
in
which the quantities x, and I, serve as the equilibrating variables. That is,
sales and employment are assumed varying until, at their equilibrium levels,
the system of equations (l)-(6) is satisfied.
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2.3, The reduced form

Let
(9)

X,~aa,(s,-~+a,(p:-w:)=pIp:+B2w:,

and
L,~y,(s,--~fYI(p:-wW:)=S,p:+6,w:.

(10)

Four cases must be distinguished to describe the reduced form.

Regime 1: Keynesian unemployment

(11)
x;>x;=x,,

1;> I:‘= I,.

We obtain the system
g=x,+e:,
x:=.,=X,+{-bcs:+s:+b(+&}/{l-bc],
W)
lf=l,=L,i-{-c(e:-$)++bcefj/{l-bc},
1:= L&.

Regime II:

I

Under consumption

x:>xp=x,,

1:’> 1;= 1,.

(13)

We have
x;=x,+{&:-uc&f+u(-&E:+&,4)}/(1-ac},
X:=X,=X,+&:,
(14)
lp=L,-t~-C(&:-&E:)+E:-ac&fj/{1-ucj,
l;=l*=L*+&f.

Regime III:

Repressed inflation

x+$=x,,

1; > 1;= 1,.

(15)
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We have

X:=Xt+&:,
(16)

lp=L,+&:,
1:= 1,= L, + { d(s: - E:) - ad&f + E:}/{ 1 - ad}.

Regime IT/:

Classical unemployment

xp>x:=x,, 1;> 1;=I,.

(17)

We have
X;=X,=X,+&:,
7
x:=X,+{-bd$+&f+b($-$)}/{l-bd},

Il

(18)

l:‘=l,=L,+&:,
1;= L, + {d($ -E:) - bd.$ + $}/{ 1 - bd}.

I

J

The local stability conditions are
1-bc>O,

1-ac>O,

1-ad>O,

1-bd>O.

(19)

These conditions imply the existence and uniqueness of the quantity
constrained solution [Gourieroux et al. (1980)].
Moreover,
regions:

each of the regimes is realised if the E’S lie in the following

Regime I
I’,!-bVf>O,

cl+v:>o;

p,

Vi-av:>o,

cv:-v;<o;

(21)

y! -av:<o,

dV,‘-V:<Q

(22)

Regitie II

Regime 111
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Regime IV
rfv:-v:>o;

V:-bV:<O,

(23)

where
v: =&i-&f

and

v: = E;

-

Ef.

In this model, inventories are entirely composed of unsold stocks of final
goods. Because there is no depreciation, the change in stocks is simply the
difference between production and sales,
st+1=%+d,-x,,

(24)

where g >O is the marginal product of labor. Eq. (2.24) is a stochastic
difference equation because I, and x, are random variables that depend on
the underlying s’s:
Regime I
s1+1 =s,+gk--x,
+ { C(b -

g)E;

+ (SC -

I)&:

+ (9 -

b)E:

+ (I-

C&,4}/{

1 -

k}

,

Regime II
(25)

=S,+&-xX,-&f+gEf,

Regime III
=s,+gL,-x,
+

{ (gd

-

I)&;

+ d(a

-

g)E;

+ a( 1 -

&)Ef

+ (9 -

a)El’}/{

1 -

ad},

Regime IV
=s,+&-x,-E:

+gE;.

This relation is piecewise linear in the E,. Let #(.s,) denote the linear form in
the E, associated with regime i(i= 1,2,3,4) in eq. (25).
Let

K,={(g6,--P,)Ccr,(G,+rl)-ro(Pz+orl)l
+(s~2-82hdP1 -“A-%(b

-r,)lI
(26)
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We have
s, + , = - KG-+ Cl+ KJs, + 4(n),
where c$(E,) is the function
regime i.

which

(27)

has the value of &(.s,) whenever

E, lies in

Let

A,=-K,C

and

s1+1=43+~,~,+

A,=l+K,,

(28)

dw

(29)

3. Test of the equilibrium hypothesis
The inventories equation may be used to test equilibrium versus
disequilibrium. First let us write the inventories equation of the equilibrium
model in which prices equate supply and demand after the E’S have taken
their values.
Let
A=@, -d@,+~+@,

-YI)(&+@

(30)

.(1/A),

M=Cg(6,+6,)y,-P,(y,+6,)+P,(6,-y,)l.(l/A),
N=Cg6,(/1,-a,)-g6,(P,+cc,)+cr,(p,+82)1

(31)

.(1/A).

(32)

If we make the equilibrium hypothesis, the inventories equation becomes
s, +

dfq(4L

(33)

qYq(&,)= ME; -(A4 + 1)~:+ NE; -(N -g)&

(34)

1 = 43

+

A 1% +

where

Since +‘q(&,) is a linear%function of the .sjithe mean of the error term is zero.
On the contrary, in the disequilibrium case, since the inventories equation
is piecewise linear, the mean of the error term is different within each regime
and the mean value of the error term averaged over the four regimes will not
be zero. This implies a different estimate of the constant, in each regime,
which will be biased away from A,.
So, to test the equilibrium hypothesis, we can estimate the equation of the
equilibrium model. Then the brute force procedure would be to estimate the
disequilibrium system by maximum likelihood methods separately for each
4r partions of the Tdata points, and to perform a likelihood ratio test.
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In the empirical work we proceed as follows. We simplify the model by
assuming that the main shocks occur on the demand function for good, i.e.,

Then, two regimes only are possible, namely keynesian unemployment if
E: ~0 and repressed inflation if of >O. The linear forms of the errors
associated with each of these regimes are then
@(E,)=B~~E:

if

.$<O

where
@(E,) = B22~f

if

B,, =(gc-

l)/(l -bc)<O,

E: > 0
(36)

where

Bz2 = d(a - g)/( 1 - ad) < 0.

The inventories equations become
S t+1=&+4~t+JQ:

+

if keynesian unemployment,

and

7
(37)

sr+l=AO+AI~,+B22~~

-

if repressed inflation.

So the equilibrium hypothesis amounts to B,, =BZ1 that we test by the
maximum likelihood ratio test. Since d is expected to be small, the variance in
the keynesian regime is expected to be larger than in the repressed inflation
regime.
From (37), .s: can be written

+l~+(~,+~-Ao-A~s,){(s,+~--o--~s~)/B~~}.

(38)

Under the conditions B,,#O and B,, ~0, which are satisfied because of the
assumptions of the model, this mapping is one to one. The conditional
density function of S,, 1=s,+ i knowing that S, = sI, S,- i = s,- r, . . ., S, = si, for
any given value of s,, can be easily obtained by Jacobian technique,
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where
S~r(S,+1)=Il/B22Ig,{(s,+l

-&-A,sJIB22)7
(40)

j;,(~,+I)=I1/~2~19,~(~,+1-~0-~,~~)/~2~~~
g1 being the density function

of $.

Then, we can derive the likelihood

function

(41)
where
8, = {t:S,+l -A,-A,s,<O},
Assuming

sf normally

distributed

e2={t:s,+,

-A,

- A Is, > O}.

with mean 0 and variance a:, we have

4. Results
We carry out the test for France and the USA, using data on the
manufacturing sector.’ The equations used in both countries are of the form

where (fi,&
a predictor of industrial production
sector.and (w/p), is a predictor of the real wage.2

in the manufacturing

‘The data for France were obtained
from INSEE and OECD,
and cover the period 19701978. The US data are from NBER and OECD,
and cover the period 1971-1979.
They are
quarterly
and seasonally adjusted.
‘We used several specitications
for predictors.
EER-

H
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-
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s,=O.816s,-, + 385.47@),+
.
19197.45(G), - 37370.95,
(7228)
(6155)
(0.034)
(42)
R2 = 0,998,

D W= 2.09,
FRANCE

-

Disequilibrium
s,=O.788s,-,

cP= 1.02.106.

hypothesis

+371.18(B), +27342.12(~%),-40585.26,

e2(keynesianunemployment) = 2.9.106,
e2(repressedinflation) = 1.9.10’.
The x2(1) statistics is 16, rejecting the equilibrium hypothesis at the 0.01 level.
USA -

Equilibrium

hypothesis

s,= 0.925s,- , +O.lOScpi), +5.491(z),-7.812,
(0.040)
(0.019)
(2.848)
(5.992)
DW= 1.93,
USA -

Disequilibrium

R2= 0.996,

6’ = 0.284.

hypothesis

s,=O.912s,-, + 0.11Om), + 3.567($$ - 4.464,
G(keynesianunemployment) = 0.617,
c?(repressed
inflation) = 0.004.
The x’(l)
level.

statistics is 43, rejecting the equilibrium hypothesis at the 0.01

In both cases reported here as well as in all the various models we
estimated, the equilibrium hypothesis is strongly rejected eventhough in most
cases we certainly did not reach the global maximum for the likelihood
function under the disequilibrium hypothesis (because this computation
requires in principle the consideration of all partitions of the data in two
subsets).
The disequilibrium theory predicts in addition that the variance under
keynesian unemployment is larger than in the repressedinflation regime. This
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result is obtained in the regressions reported here and is robust to the
cancellation of the data concerning the 197475 period (this asymmetry could
be thought to be ‘due to the sample’). However, this asymmetry has not been
always obtained and is clearly sensitive to the specification of the model, in
particular expectations, and the sample period. Further applied work will be
required to ascertain how robust the specific nonlinear form implications of
the disequilibrium theory are.
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